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These ‘Promoted 
Pins’ appear in a 
user’s home feed

Marketers can use 
CRM data to create 
Lookalike audiences

Retargeting options are 
available based on 
content or website 

interactions
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Over 2 billion searches 
are undertaken per 
month on Pinterest

Initial partnership with 
Kenshoo, and brands 
including eBay, Target 
and The Home Depot

Marketers can use 
guided search to compile 

large, target KW lists

Pinterest ads operate in 3 main areas

SearchSocial
Ecommerce

Video

Visual Search: How it works

Talk to your Kenshoo 
representative to get your 

account set up. (Other 
partners are expected 

to launch this year)

Use the 300 best-performing 
keywords in your PPC 

account to get a feel for how 
Pinterest performs

Understand the visual aspect of the 
platform. Pins with faces get 23% 
more interaction and those with 

multiple dominant colors perform 
3.25 times better, on average

Use a reporting dashboard like 
Datorama to keep a close eye on 

successes and areas to test

Why will marketers get on board?

Get started with Pinterest advertising

Search here

Pinterest Advertising: A Visual Guide

175m
global monthly users

80%
of users are on mobile

70%
are female

93%
use to plan a purchase

60%
have purchased a product 

they found on Pinterest

20%
of users purchase 

once or more a month

OUTFIT & STYLE
Top fashion category pinned, for female and male, respectively

Did you know...

97%
 of searches on Pinterest 

are non-branded

BREAKING
THE DUOPOLY
The Google and Facebook duopoly is 

unhealthy for brands. A third option 
would be welcome, whether it is 

Amazon or Pinterest. 

PINTEREST USERS
are in the ‘discovery’ phase, so they are open to new ideas
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